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1 INTRODUCTION 

This workshop took place on Wednesday the 3rd of October 2001, from 17:00 to 19:00 at 
PALATIUM-ARCACHON (France) during ESREF Symposium 
(http://www.ixl.u-bordeaux.fr/esref/welcome.html).  
45 people attended this meeting. The object of this workshop was to trigger the EUFANET 
network to give every interested person an overview of all activities and facilities in Europe in 
order to enable exchange of experiences and joint projects within the European Failure analysis 
community. 
This workshop was driven by a Panel discussion that represented European failure analysis 
issues and organizations: Jean Claude Clement (Thales – France), Bert Otterloo (Philips – 
Netherlands), Gerald Haller (ST Rousset – France), Philippe Sardin (ST Crolles – France), Bernd 
Ebersberger (Infineon Technologies – Germany) and Philippe Perdu (CNES – France). The panel 
presented some slides to introduce a debate with attendees. There were a lot of remarks and 
suggestions. It helped us to concentrate on some short-term perspectives. 
 

2 PRESENTATIONS 

2.1 GOAL OF EUFANET 

The first presentation was on EUFANET goals (eufanet_goal.pdf). EUFANET is a network 
dedicated to failure analysis of electric components (VLSI, other ICs, passives like resistors and 
actives like diodes or transistors, opto) and assembly (back-end, PCB, hybrids and connectors). 
The aim of this network is to boost technical information exchange within the Failure Analysis 
community. 
 

2.2 QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

To check if Eufanet goals fit with the  needs of European failure analysis community, we sent out 
400 questionnaires. We received 32 answers before the workshop. The answers came from 10 
countries and were summarized (eufanet_questionnaire.pdf). All strongly agreed with the need of 
technical exchanges and the interest of a mailing list to keep in touch. 
 

2.3 EDFAS OVERVIEW 

This workshop was also the European EDFAS membership meeting and we presented an 
overview of EDFAS overview (EDFAS Overview 2001.pdf). EDFAS (Electron Device Failure 
Analysis Society) is affiliated with ASM American Society of Material but ASM membership is 
NOT required for EDFAS members. EDFAS fosters education and communication in the failure 
analysis community ( http://www.edfas.com/). 
 

2.4 ANADEF OVERVIEW 

ANADEF and VDE ITG wished to build an informal network, therefore EUFANET is the result of a 
cooperation that includes ANADEF and VDE ITG. ANADEF (“ANALYSE DE DEFAILLANCE & 
TECHNOLOGIE DES COMPOSANTS ELECTRONIQUES“, http://www.anadef.org) is a French 
association dedicated to Failure analysis and technology of electronic components for industrial 



needs. The ANADEF overview (ANADEF Overview 2001.pdf) recalls that ANADEF regroups 28 
French laboratories, companies and universities working in the field of electronic equipment and 
component manufacturers. 
 

2.5 VDE-ITG OVERVIEW 

ITG (“Informationstechnische Gesellschaft”) is a Sub-group of the VDE (“Verband Deutscher 
Elektrotechniker e.V.”, http://www.vde.com/), a German association that supports and 
encourages research and using of IC as well as its application in data and communication 
techniques and systems, protection of the environment, medicine and traffic. The activities of the 
8.5 sub-group of VDE ITG (http://members.tripod.de/GertVogel/itg.htm) were shown during this 
workshop (VDE ITG.pdf). 
 

2.6 EFUG OVERVIEW 

EFUG (European FIB User Group, http://www.imec.be/6/efug/) is one of the best examples of 
how the technical exchange process at European level can be boosted on a specific topic. The 
presentation explained the history, organization and activities of EFUG (EFUG Overview 
2001.pdf). 
 

2.7 PRODUCT ANALYSIS FORUM OVERVIEW 

Product Analysis Forum (PAF) is part of the International SEMATECH Quality Council (ISQC). 
PAF activities were presented (sematech.pdf). PAF deal with Yield Management and 3 selected 
focus areas (1998) for which members need to meet the Road Map : Software Fault Isolation, 
Backside Fault Isolation, Inspection and Deprocessing. The results are ISMT confidential but 
available public information is put on www.sematech.org. 
 

2.8 FAILURE ANALYSIS AT INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES 

FA laboratory projects are deeply linked to FA roadmaps (tools, techniques…). Exchanging 
information about these roadmaps is very useful to identify common hot topics on which we can 
work. It is an important benefit for the FA community. Infineon detailed its FA approach and a 
practical example on MESA (Microcalorimeter type EDX System Assessment) showed how 
cooperation could work to solve technical issues on tools (infineon.pdf). 
 

2.9 INTRODUCTION OF COMPANY/ INSTITUTE AND RESPECTIVE FA ROADMAP AT ST 
CROLLES 

Crolles’ Central R&D activities were presented during the workshop (ST Crolles.pdf). The main 
activities are electrical, electrical characterization, design debugging, design modification, 
electrical and physical failure analysis for yield survey, electrical characterization, fault 
tracking,technology assessment chip and design qualification chip. ST presented past and next 
roadmap acheivements related to these activities. 
 

2.10 ROUSSET CENTRAL ANALYSIS & CHARATERIZATION LAB.ROADMAPS 

RCCAL (Rousset Central Analysis & Characterization Lab) showed outstanding roadmaps on 
tools and technology for failure analysis (ST Rousset.pdf).  The basic idea was to give information 
on the tools and techniques RCCAL uses as well as new tools and new techniques RCCAL would 
like to implement. In fact, the presentation described the general RCCAL approach for FA and the 
future working trends in this lab. 
 



3 DISCUSSION AND PROPOSALS 

All the presentations helped to introduce the debate. Very quickly, the attendees focused on the 
needs and also on some rules that must be applied for EUFANET. The other points we discussed 
were Workgroups on specific topics, Equipment cross evaluation, Research, an email forum, a 
web site and the next workshop. 
 

3.1 EUFANET RULES 

During the meeting, we established general rules for EUFANET. EUFANET must be an open door 
association for everybody involved in failure analysis of electronic components in Europe. 
EUFANET has to keep the barriers between people and cost as low as possible. EUFANET deals 
with economic downturn (business and conference trip are very limited), therefore it must focus 
on cheap ways (email, web site) to increase information exchanges on failure analysis topics. 
EUFANET offers free membership to fit with low cost requirements. 
It is a FA network at a European level and must be a real benefit for its members. On the other 
hand, EUFANET is neither an EUROPEAN ANADEF (or VDE ITG or EDFAS) nor a well 
structured new association. Because of these requirements, EUFANET is a light organisation. 
The EUFANET success strongly depends on the quality of information, questions and answers 
which members are ready to send. EUFANET obviously needs some volunteers to achieve 
minimal success. 
 

3.2 WORKGROUPS ON SPECIFIC TOPICS 

This meeting was also a good opportunity to discuss about technical topics introduced by 
roadmaps. A lot of laboratories are currently working (or would like to work) on topics like sample 
preparation (frontside and backside), backside failure analysis techniques, fault tracking, defect 
localization, Scanning Capacitance Microscopy (development and applications), testing and 
verification methods to improve product / assembly reliability, integration of design data to guide 
the failure analysis process, layout analysis and assembly analysis. 
EUFANET might not directly drive new workgroups but it can put the information through the 
network to help people to build new workgroups or to give people information on workgroups that 
already exist on the same subject. In all cases, putting trough the right information is a key issue. 
For instance, a laboratory would like to create an European FIB User Group (we received this kind 
of demand by email!), the right answer could be supplied by EFUG that is an existing group that 
already work on FIB.    
The establishment of a new European working group on specific topics could be necessary in the 
future but some questions are still unanswered. There is usually a big disproportion between lab 
tools, the same topic can cover in fact a large panel of applications and finally some results could 
be confidential. There are also some problems with time and budget. In general, small groups on 
regional or country basis with few people involved are easier to manage (is EFUG an exception 
that confirm this rule?). One of the most helpful approaches of EUFANET on workgroups is to 
allow existing groups, workgroups or companies to exchange non-confidential information about 
technical targets, current and expected work and results. 
 

3.3 EQUIPMENT CROSS EVALUATION 

For attendees, the other expectation is about equipment cross evaluation and feedback from 
existing users.  This kind of problem is usually solved within organization like ANADEF (specific 
workgroups). However, the tool a company would like to by is not necessarily a common problem 
within an association. Through EUFANET, this company can ask if another company or group has 
the same project to build cross evaluation groups or if this company or group can give some 
information about the tools used or studied (return from users). ST Rousset (TEM project) 
supplied an example of such a need. 



 

3.4 RESEARCH 

Other expected EUFANET results were discussed. EUFANET is thought to be a good way to 
boost exchange information on research at a basic level. The idea is to allow deeper exchanges 
compliant with confidentiality requirements. It is very important to inform the failure analysis 
community on PhD subjects and related coordinates (company, students). It will help these 
students to share information with other PhD students involved in the same subject making them 
more efficient. It will also help the companies by this improved efficiency, by the possibility to build 
common research program and  (common subjects) and perhaps by the possibility of European 
funds (Research at European level based on cooperation).  
 

3.5 EMAIL FORUM 

All these expected results are based on information exchange. During the workshop, everybody 
underlined that an email forum is a basic need for EUFANET. The main purpose of this forum is to 
keep everyone involved in FA labs in touch. To do this, the idea is that every EUFANET member 
can send an email to the forum to ask a technical question or to put information through the forum. 
Then the email will be forwarded to every EUFANET member. Answering a question can be 
directly done through the network or limited to the lab that put on the question if privacy is required. 
Information sent to the forum must be related to failure analysis, it can be about cross evaluation 
proposals, association workshops, jobs, research ... There will be no control on it but commercial 
advertising must be limited (new tools, answering a question...).  
 

3.6 WEB SITE 

Attendees also clearly identified that web site is a complementary manner to keep everyone 
involved in FA labs in touch. The debates were mainly about the content of the web site. This 
WEB site must be open to everybody concerned with European failure analysis topics, no login 
and no passwords will be required. It could contain a data base on associations, groups, tool 
manufacturers, identified experts on specific topics with an entry containing a minimum amount of 
information (who, what, where, contact name, web link...), information on events related to failure 
analysis, general information about EUFANET, jobs... 
In addition, EDFAS accepted before the workshop to home EUFANET web pages and Philips 
(Caen, France) proposed to help us to build this web site. It will be the next milestone after the 
email forum.  
 

3.7 NEXT WORKSHOP 

The last topic we debated was if we need follow-ups on a regular basis. Some attendees 
suggested that it is not necessary to have follow-ups on a regular basis, other suggested once a 
year or once every two years. Pr Fausto Fantini (Fausto.Fantini@unimo.it), ESREF 2002 
chairman invited us to have EUFANET workshop in Italy in conjunction with ESREF and 
suggested we contact Massimo Vanzi (Vanzi@diee.unica.it) for additional information.  
It is a good opportunity for EUFANET to address European failure analysis community that 
attends the ESREF conference.   
 

3.7 OTHER TOPICS AND PROPOSALS 

During the workshop, more information was asked about ANADEF and VDE ITG 8.5. Because 
ANADEF is a French association, the language used is French. The language used is German for 
VDE ITG 8.5 which is a German association. In both cases, mother language choice usually 
eases exchanges. Nevertheless, English is required to have widespread exchanges at European 



level. The other questions on associations like how to join, fees, how to participate, what are the 
existing workgroups are available on association web sites. In addition, ANADEF announced the 
next ANADEF workshop, open to everybody, that will be held at Port d’Albret 2-4 June 2002. 
 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The first EUFANET workshop was a success. There were 45 attendees from 10 European 
countries. The discussions were about some proposals the attendees agreed with and a lot of 
outstanding remarks. The first decision was to build an email forum as soon as possible.  The next 
workshop will be welcomed at ESREF 2002. It will be a good opportunity to look at the first results 
and put new suggestions.  
 
EUFANET is now working but needs volunteers ready to help us! More information ? Do not 
hesitate to contact:  
Christian Boit (Infineon Technologies - Germany) Christian.Boit@infineon.com) 
Philippe Perdu (CNES - France, Philippe.Perdu@cnes.fr 


